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phrase if you say that something has a particular characteristic by its nature or by its very
nature you mean that things of that type always have that characteristic peacekeeping by its
nature makes pre planning difficult one could argue that smoking by its very nature is addictive
see full dictionary entry for nature in its simplest form by its nature implies that the nature of
something determines its behavior characteristics or outcomes it suggests that the essential
qualities or inherent properties of a subject are responsible for shaping its actions or defining its
existence high quality example sentences with to its nature in context from reliable sources
ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english find 13 different
ways to say by its nature along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com due to its nature english examples in context ludwig sentence examples for due
to its nature from inspiring english sources ai feedback due to its nature is correct and usable in
written english you can use it to explain why something is as it is based on its properties
characteristics or qualities 1 vice if it is mysterious how the non physical can have it in its nature
to influence the physical it ought to be equally mysterious how the physical can have it in its
nature to produce something non physical 2 sep it s basic in its nature but it s very complicated
from within 3 forbes nature according to aristotle is an inner principle of change and being at
rest physics 2 1 192b20 23 this means that when an entity moves or is at rest according to its
nature reference to its nature may serve as an explanation of the event 52 other terms for by its
nature words and phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms definitions sentences
thesaurus words phrases parts of speech nature acts on the planet on a scale that dwarfs most
human processes the earth s powerful climate system is a case in point the impact it has on
every person in the world makes clear one basic fact we are small we are fragile we are the
ones at risk christof koch nature reviews neuroscience 17 450 461 2016 cite this article 47k
accesses 714 citations 317 altmetric metrics abstract in this opinion article we discuss how
nature is an inherent character or constitution 1 particularly of the ecosphere or the universe as
a whole in this general sense nature refers to the laws elements and phenomena of the physical
world including life the fact that perception is accounted for through the combination of these
two different explanatory frameworks can be meant to capture its intentional nature its inherent
activity even though it is a passive process receptive of the form of the object of perception 1 in
nature nothing is perfect and everything is perfect trees can be contorted bent in weird ways
and they re still beautiful alice walker 2 forget not that the earth delights to feel so what is
nature nature and the essence of a thing the philosophical tradition that traces back to aristotle
employs the idea of nature to explain that which defines the essence of a thing one of the most
fundamental metaphysical concepts the essence indicates those properties that define what a
thing is nature geoscience organic matter s molecular structure has been thought to influence
its decomposition analyses of dissolved organic carbon in swedish lakes found that aliphatic and
the meaning of nature is the external world in its entirety how to use nature in a sentence
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synonym discussion of nature by its nature phrase if you say that something has a particular
characteristic by its nature or by its very nature you mean that things of that type always have
that characteristic peacekeeping by its nature makes pre planning difficult see full dictionary
entry for nature encyclopedia of the environment home life conservation and remediation what
is nature what is nature pdf 03 01 2021 nature is a common notion which everyone is familiar
with as long as we are not asked to define it singapore is often praised for its forward looking
approach to greenery planning the city in a garden and aspiring city in nature can pride itself
with a number of world acclaimed initiatives from designing buildings with nature to pioneering
a biodiversity management index and educating the public and professionals at home and 1
grow nature park networks our four nature reserves safeguard singapore s ecosystems they are
primary providers of ecosystem services helping to clean the air and water and are home to
native flora and fauna here you may even spot rare and endangered species if you re lucky



definition of by its nature collins online dictionary Mar 26
2024
phrase if you say that something has a particular characteristic by its nature or by its very
nature you mean that things of that type always have that characteristic peacekeeping by its
nature makes pre planning difficult one could argue that smoking by its very nature is addictive
see full dictionary entry for nature

how to use by its nature in a sentence diving deeper Feb
25 2024
in its simplest form by its nature implies that the nature of something determines its behavior
characteristics or outcomes it suggests that the essential qualities or inherent properties of a
subject are responsible for shaping its actions or defining its existence

to its nature english examples in context ludwig Jan 24
2024
high quality example sentences with to its nature in context from reliable sources ludwig is the
linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

13 synonyms antonyms for by its nature thesaurus com
Dec 23 2023
find 13 different ways to say by its nature along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com

due to its nature english examples in context ludwig Nov
22 2023
due to its nature english examples in context ludwig sentence examples for due to its nature
from inspiring english sources ai feedback due to its nature is correct and usable in written
english you can use it to explain why something is as it is based on its properties characteristics
or qualities

in its nature english examples in context ludwig Oct 21
2023
1 vice if it is mysterious how the non physical can have it in its nature to influence the physical it



ought to be equally mysterious how the physical can have it in its nature to produce something
non physical 2 sep it s basic in its nature but it s very complicated from within 3 forbes

aristotle s natural philosophy stanford encyclopedia of
Sep 20 2023
nature according to aristotle is an inner principle of change and being at rest physics 2 1 192b20
23 this means that when an entity moves or is at rest according to its nature reference to its
nature may serve as an explanation of the event

by its nature synonyms 52 words and phrases for by its
nature Aug 19 2023
52 other terms for by its nature words and phrases with similar meaning synonyms antonyms
definitions sentences thesaurus words phrases parts of speech

the power of nature the nature conservancy Jul 18 2023
nature acts on the planet on a scale that dwarfs most human processes the earth s powerful
climate system is a case in point the impact it has on every person in the world makes clear one
basic fact we are small we are fragile we are the ones at risk

integrated information theory from consciousness to its
Jun 17 2023
christof koch nature reviews neuroscience 17 450 461 2016 cite this article 47k accesses 714
citations 317 altmetric metrics abstract in this opinion article we discuss how

nature wikipedia May 16 2023
nature is an inherent character or constitution 1 particularly of the ecosphere or the universe as
a whole in this general sense nature refers to the laws elements and phenomena of the physical
world including life

aristotle s natural philosophy notes stanford
encyclopedia Apr 15 2023
the fact that perception is accounted for through the combination of these two different
explanatory frameworks can be meant to capture its intentional nature its inherent activity even
though it is a passive process receptive of the form of the object of perception



101 nature quotes to appreciate the beauty of the
outdoors Mar 14 2023
1 in nature nothing is perfect and everything is perfect trees can be contorted bent in weird
ways and they re still beautiful alice walker 2 forget not that the earth delights to feel

the idea of nature and its essence thoughtco Feb 13
2023
so what is nature nature and the essence of a thing the philosophical tradition that traces back
to aristotle employs the idea of nature to explain that which defines the essence of a thing one
of the most fundamental metaphysical concepts the essence indicates those properties that
define what a thing is

persistence of dissolved organic matter in lakes nature
Jan 12 2023
nature geoscience organic matter s molecular structure has been thought to influence its
decomposition analyses of dissolved organic carbon in swedish lakes found that aliphatic and

nature definition meaning merriam webster Dec 11 2022
the meaning of nature is the external world in its entirety how to use nature in a sentence
synonym discussion of nature

by its nature definition in american english collins Nov
10 2022
by its nature phrase if you say that something has a particular characteristic by its nature or by
its very nature you mean that things of that type always have that characteristic peacekeeping
by its nature makes pre planning difficult see full dictionary entry for nature

what is nature encyclopedia of the environment Oct 09
2022
encyclopedia of the environment home life conservation and remediation what is nature what is
nature pdf 03 01 2021 nature is a common notion which everyone is familiar with as long as we
are not asked to define it



the place of nature in cities taking inspiration from
singapore Sep 08 2022
singapore is often praised for its forward looking approach to greenery planning the city in a
garden and aspiring city in nature can pride itself with a number of world acclaimed initiatives
from designing buildings with nature to pioneering a biodiversity management index and
educating the public and professionals at home and

singapore our city in nature who we are national parks
Aug 07 2022
1 grow nature park networks our four nature reserves safeguard singapore s ecosystems they
are primary providers of ecosystem services helping to clean the air and water and are home to
native flora and fauna here you may even spot rare and endangered species if you re lucky
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